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Résumé: La dispute Blumenberg°Löwith identifie dans la question de la sécularisation un
constituant de cette rupture historique qu’est la modernité en offrant, ce faisant, une évaluation
du phénomène de la modernité en termes d’(il)légitimité. L’étudiant de Heidegger, Lövith,
postule que le progrès, composante fondamentale du Weltanschauung moderne n’est que la
version sécularisée de l’eschatologie chrétienne (Weltgeschichte und Heilsgeschehen, 1953).
Blumenberg le contredit : il dénie au progrès la possibilité d’être porteur d’un accomplissement
futur, conformément à la tradition augustinienne. En échange, il décèle dans l’autoaffirmation
de la raison l’attitude de l’homme moderne dont le statut légitime prend forme dans l’analyse
augustinienne du moi/de l’âme sur laquelle sont édifiées avec succès les contributions
cartésiennes°kantiennes°romantiques. Blumenberg soutient ainsi sa thèse de la “réoccupation”
selon laquelle c’est sur le seuil entre le monde médiéval et le monde moderne que l’homme
s’approprie la créativité infinie (Legitimität der Neuzeit, 1983). Avec, en toile de fond, ce 
que j’appelle collapsus du modèle isomorphique, je m’attarde sur quelques concepts
blumenbergiens et löwithiens, tels : «le sens caché», le progrès scientifique guidé par «la
méthode», «curiosité théorique», «propriété» et «technicalisme» et aussi, au premier chef,
«la légitimité», «l’esprit moderne» et «la confiance occidentale dans le progrès». De ces
concepts à ceux sur lesquels je bâtis ma propre théorie des équivalences se nouent dans un
dialogue centré sur la légitimité de la modernité. 
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Routinely linked to the question of modernity, if not integral to its critical agenda, the
Blumenberg°Löwith debate now appears related to many other themes, topical in the
culturalist°historicist vocabulary. Such are rationality, science and daring curiosity – a triad
we owe to the Enlightenment Weltanschauung. Such is the way to meaning in this world, in
history – a Renaissance bet further consolidated in Western thinking. And such are the legit
requirements of knowledge patented by medieval dogma under pain of death. For the sake of
modernity, we could rearrange this string in rightward chronological order, and give it a sense
of fulfillment: the medieval ban on vitium curiositatis and its theologically imposed sense of
guilt is liberated in the Renaissance disclosure of the secret by an anticipatedly enlightened
valorization of curiosity as virtue. Human, too human! Here is a narrative satisfying our desire
to assert ourselves here and now, and legitimate ourselves as moderns.
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For, truly, the Blumenberg°Löwith dispute phrases the relation holding between tradition
and modernity in the terms of methodical°technical specificity, doing justice to the modern
mind per se. It raises the question of (dis)continuity in history. And it brings to the fore the
complex question of the legacy of the past. This other diffuse triad – how tradition ties up with
modernity, whether smoothly or engulfing gaps in its becoming, and what it bequeaths to the
latter – is of the nature of legitimacy all through. It is, quite obviously, a matter of legal
authority, inasmuch as it implies an act and protocol subsumed to the cultural institution 
of legacy. 

If anything, the Blumenberg°Löwith controversy promptly makes one alert to the
foundationalist premise of Western culture being the legal recipient of a testamentary bequest
laid down in none but its foundationalist book. Like the letter and spirit of the old, so the letter
and spirit, especially the spirit, of the new will. Validated through rituals of recognition and
acceptance, legitimacy puts down deep roots in any given community through the unrelenting
exercise of custom. Herodotus quotes Pindar on this: nómoj pántwn basileúj ‘custom is lord
of all’. Thus our two German thinkers engaged in the modernity – legitimacy relationship and
its entailing problems. Let us recapitulate their theses.

In the mid°twentieth century, Karl Löwith launches an attack on modernity as an illegitimate
age on the assumption that its obsession with progress is its very central misconception.
Meaning in History comes out in 1949 bearing the subtitle The Theological Implications of
the Philosophy of History and claiming that we as moderns have no claim to legitimacy in
assuming progress as our possession and/as identitary legacy. Rather, he will have it, modern
progress is but the secularized version of medieval°Christian ideas. It is the secularization of
the Judaeo°Christian eschatological pattern accommodating hope, living in expectation, and
futurism in a coherent whole. There is, therefore, continuity between premodern and modern
times. At the face of its legitimate right because of this direct inheritance, modernity is, in effect,
illegitimate for rising on premises not its own. 

And what with its perpetuated legacy? What with Voltaire, Turgot, Condorcet, Comte,
Proudhon, Hegel and Marx, for that matter, all looking to the future and interpreting history
as embodying the logic of inevitable progress, like good Westerners brought up in the messianic
tradition? Modernity consigns to oblivion the ancient philosophy and religion of cyclic
recurrence, or just about does. For, Löwith goes on, modernity has not made up its mind yet
whether to be pagan or Christian: Burckhardt, Spengler and Toynbee glibly criticize its illusion
of progress, sitting at the other extreme from the progressive school headed by Hegel and Marx.
As he conceives of historical transformation as ‘appropriation of a pre°existing substance’
(Wallace 77), Löwith sets in contrasts two Weltanschauungen: there is the modern mixture
of one eye of faith and the other of reason, and there are the clear choices of the Greek and
the Christian views. And, he concludes, Christianity is the one truly great break in the continuity
of the West, ‘not just one epoch among others, but the decisive epoch’ (Löwith 199) separating
us from the ancient world.

In 1983 Hans Blumenberg offered a comprehensive rethinking of Western intellectual
history, and a critique of the category of historical illegitimacy, in Legitimität der Neuzeit. His
argument ran as follows: the Enlightenment values, all positive, known as reason, science,
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individual freedom, technology, and, of course, progress, applied to the study and understanding
of nature, the cosmos, human communities and their relation to transcendence, have been
supplanted by the ‘modern condition’ hinted at by Tolstoy and Flaubert, Baudelaire and Eliot.
The Cartesian interlude, which paved the way to the twentieth°century philosophy of science,
through its empirical perspective, was opposed by the Nietzschean counter°culture. At the
conjunction of these two suspensions of progressivist enthusiasm, attempts have been made
to exhibit the errors embodied in the Western tradition.

Taking issue with Löwith on the question of religious eschatology turned worldly
achievement, Blumenberg rejects his predecessor’s theory of a secular Augustinianism at work
in Western culture, if he will not depart from the conviction that fulfillment in history there
is, as he will not doff the belief that of earthliness in modern times there is more than ever
before in the history of the race. Briefly, Blumenberg’s is another dialectics of legitimacy and
illegitimacy operating within modernity. Of progress, above all, there is above everything else
and this Blumenberg sees as dynamism in multiple guises. The West is a space of worldly
success whose origins are so remote from the ‘new times’ as to be coextensive with its entire
existence. 

One is put in mind of a trailblazing study published in the year of grace 1966, when Derrida
delivered his epoch°making lecture at the Johns Hopkins University in which he indicted the
Western arrogance of logocentrism. Indeed, in The Emergence of Liberal Humanism, Willson
Coates, Hayden White and Salwyn Schapiro draw a portrait of the Scientific Revolution as
the birth certificate of the modern spirit. This, they maintain, stems from the medieval (sic)
idea of nature suffused with the Christian belief that nature is there to be turned to good account
when man is in a proper moral relation with God. How ‘modern’ this bent is can be verified
through its marriage to the Germanic view of inimical nature to be conquered by man, who
is a hero. How ‘modern’ this view is can further be checked against the ancient Greek image
of nature as an autonomous realm governed by its own laws, which man should do his best
to understand. All these premodern stands account for modern attitudes: the moral Christian
one for what Weber had called the Protestant ethic, the military Germanic one for the
eighteenth°century trust in technology, and the cosmic Greek one for Renaissance humanist
discoveries of the long forgotten worth of the classics.

Set in chronological order, again, to meet with the modern requirements of modernity itself,
these feature in a progressive succession from the Renaissance through classic modernity, via
the Reformation. Here is a tableau at once suffused with a sense of continuity and one of breach.
In his brilliant ‘Blumenberg and the Modernity Problem’ written within years of the
publication of The Legitimacy, Pippin places his argument under a motto from André Gide:
‘C’est curieux comme le point de vue diffère, suivant qu’on est le fruit du crime ou de la
légitimité’. Traceable back to Gr. krima ‘decision, judgement’, crime unveils its original
meaning as ‘breach’, ‘split’ or ‘cut, incision’, and the adjoining sense of violence that we are
less able to read in the other lexeme crowning classic modernity: critique. Thus ‘crime et
légitimité’, while definitely legal vocabulary, point to the modern obsession with separation
and specialization, function of weighing and evaluating, with a view to giving a verdict.
Modernity as crime and legitimacy rises out of crime and punishment, at once ascertaining
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its truth and suppressing its counter°truth. And where else could this be possible, if not in the
worldly world of humans. Verum factum Vico had proclaimed, modern self°assertion is
Blumenberg’s formula.

Progress as ‘the implementation of human self°assertion, (…) the fundamental characteristic
of – and the legitimate core of – the modern age’ (Wallace 75) is both a historical occurrence
known as the Renaissance and a constant in human behaviour. It is, in other words, of the
domain of externality and of that of internality, legitimating the race as performer of roles and
of their own nature. Blumenberg’s is a Whiggish view of history, which he delights in
witnessing as some Voltairian great great grandson. Yes, there is continuity and there is
evolution in history, yet both are helped along by discontinuity and revolution. Crucial in his
scheme are the Renaissance and the Enlightenment, equally times of accomplishment and of
crisis, of lawfulness and lawlessness with respect to the legally inherited idées reçues. The
one institutes the liberation of theoretical curiosity, the other institutionalizes it. Knowledge
as power marks the fulfillment of the inquisitive spirit of the West, legalizing it. Foucault saw
in savoir c’est pouvoir a crime for which he showed disposition to discipline and punish. Aware
as he was of the passage from the classic to the modern episteme, he saw in the latter obvious
violence exerted on identity, as a matter of factual and a matter of temporal difference.

The Blumenbergian picture is wider and more comprehensive yet: from medieval
self°effacement to Renaissance self°assertion on to Enlightenment self°empowerment on to
full modernity’s instrumental rationality and/as mastery over the world the passage is not
Löwithian continuity. Rather, it is discontinuity as the alienation of the Christian spirit, basically,
spiritual illegitimacy. It is also a restoration of order, if a hybristic one, and therefore scientific
legitimacy. With its cultural°political programme of emancipation ‘the modern world [gains]
its autonomy and legitimacy vis°à°vis what came before’ (Dickey 155). Associated with it is
a sense of ‘inner secularization’, a going°Protestant of the world, to step in the
Weberian°Blumenbergain track, or ‘the becoming°West of Europe & the becoming°modern
of the world’ (Venn 8). It is Horkheimer and Adorno’s Odysseus, the prototypical bourgeois
enjoying every minute of his power to improve upon nature, for his own comfort, but even
more so for his power of disposal over those who have to work in order to live.

There is an element of Heiddegerian critique of modernity in this scientistic faith in
‘universal reason’. Especially is this visible in Blumenberg’s depiction of radical Enlightenment
as ‘the Gnostic°like deification of man’ (Dickey 157). He may, that is, oppose Löwith’s
secularization thesis, but he ends up just standing it on its head: the passage from Christian
to modern values as evolution and/as secularization means predestination giving birth to
success, self°denial producing the work ethic, confessional literature (of the Augustinian type)
engendering self°disclosure literature (of the Rousseauvian type), salvation of the soul growing
into epistemological certainty, and equality before God founding political equality. In terms
of radical Enlightenment thinking, Blumenberg’s modern stance is philosophy as a liberating
force in the world: medieval absolutism supplanted by modern self°assertion, Christian
suspicion uprooted by theoretical curiosity, Christian duty replaced by modern commitments.
Underlying this ample process is the objectivization of the medieval system (with the divine
as supreme value) into the modern system (with the human as the supreme value).
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From eschatology to utopia the shift is operated by planning history, an operation of rational
consequence(s) attesting to the modern drive to get grip on nature. As ‘the future becomes the
consequence of actions in the present’ and actions in the present become ‘the realization of
the current understanding of reality’ (Blumenberg 34), the concept of man as maker of history
and owner of its success(es) assumes more and more clear shape. Tradition and modernity make
up a tandem founded in legitimacy and legality: the former is ‘the diachronic relation of
foundation out of the depth of time’, the latter ‘the synchronic structure, read vertically,
supporting a finding by its relation to a norm, and a norm by its relation to a higher°level norm’
(96). Technomorphic imagery accompanies modern ‘technicalism’ (223), whether it be the
Cartesian°Kantian machina mundi, the baroque automatic clockwork, the Enlightenment
machinist God, the Romantic organism working as part of the inherited machine of the world,
or nineteenth°century Darwinism applying evolution to the political body. 

In the face of hypertrophic modern intellectual curiosity skeptical resignation fades away
and the recognition appears valid that ‘[t]he modern age began, not indeed as the epoch of the
death of God, but as the epoch of the hidden God, the deus absconditus’ (346). Curiositas as
‘cura’ (which, etymologically, is the radical of curiosus, a ‘modern’ corruption of curosus)
betrays ‘the cognitive appetite as attentiveness provoked by the world’ (346). This will be the
basis of Blumenberg’s reoccupation theory. Different statements are answers to identical
questions. The so very ‘modern’ concept of progress itself is a ‘remnant of sorts of the
premodern tradition, (…) an inappropriate, even illegitimate one’ (Pippin 541), since it cannot
trace its parentage to modernity itself. The territory mapped out by the Christian tradition could
not help being invaded by the new times, in a new way. The present epoch stands legitimated
‘as the legacy of some “first occupant”’ (Ingram 6).

To sum up, the seventeenth century is the epoch́ or krísij cutting the cloth of tradition
apart from what will be woven as the text(ure) of modernity. The ‘view of historical same-
ness’ circulated as the secularization thesis, à la Löwith, is completed with that of ‘some
minimal continuity – the functional reoccupation of identical positions by successive
epochs’ (Ingram 1). And, if progress is the one concept fleshing out the modern Western project
of fulfillment, we can take it with Blumenberg that there is no writing history, or at least the
history of ideas, without such ideas as progress and novelty. It was, after all, the modern age
that understood itself as an epoch, and looked at other times as epochs, which it created.
Secularization and mythification, it follows, are ‘two aspects of the same events’ (Bolle 251),
the modern°logical Weltanschauung taking over from the premodern°mythopoietic one. As
the English divine and writer Richard Hurd states in his Letters on Chivalry and Romance of
1762: ‘What we have gotten by this revolution (…) is a great deal of good sense. What we
have lost is a world of fine fabling’. 

In my own words, the tradition°to°modernity passage can be seen as the collapse of the
isomorphic model rather than a revolution. The Platonic ontological argument institutes a ‘real’
world of ideas, whose perfect order only finds a weak imitation in the world of shadows that
the world is. For this foundationalist model of isomorphic correspondences the supreme value
is kalokagaqón, with the aesthetic and ethical components subsumed to the epistemological
one. Superseded by classic modernity, the age of victorious rationality, the model loses its
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holistic embrace, while it gains in mathematical precision and experimental verification. Its
supreme values is the correct, the pride of the Scientific Revolution, in its turn supplanted by
more modern drives. Late modernity is even more precipitated, more impatient to gain in
precision, less desirous to enjoy leisurely otium. It is the age of the present cultivating its
supreme value as the efficient. Where, indeed, the eschatological model has lost grip of the
world, the world has devised its instrumental way to restore a onetime balance. And it has done
so in the saeculum, reiterating in its hic et nunc the full chronotope of its prehistory. It has,
with human tools, produced a way of legitimating its identity in a manner redolent of tradition,
yet of tradition as trans°dari, a giving over, a legal act and evidence of its legitimately 
long memory. 

Ours is an age of short°term memory, in which efficiency is manifest as serial reproduction
once lamented by Benjamin as the loss of auratic uniqueness, a time of ad°vertising, of turning
to something presented as able to fulfill a desire, need or ambition. In eighteenth°century
editions published in France the currently unnumbered pages of essays, antiquarian histories
or novels – all evidence of interest in novelty – bore a last word printed in the right bottom
corner, reproduced as the first word on the next page. This symbolon°function lexeme was
called réclame, as it re°claimed the presence of its next of kin on the mechanically
reproduced page. It was a short°lived trick, page numbering swallowing up its figure in the
more efficient succession of exact figures. For the sake of precision, it was a legitimate
manoeuvre, to which one could raise their hat and say ‘Dura lex, sed lex’.
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